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Dull is the eye that will not weep to see21

Thy walls defaced, thy mouldering shrines removed22

By British hands, which it had best behoved23

To guard those relics ne’er to be restored.24

Curst be the hour when from their isle they roved,25

And once again thy hapless bosom gored,26

And snatch’d thy shrinking gods to northern climes abhorred!27

- Byron, Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage.28

1 Introduction29

From 1801 to 1812, Lord Elgin, the British ambassador to the Ottoman Empire, had30

workers remove and ship to England 75 meters of the original 160 meter Parthenon31

Frieze, structurally weakening the remainder of the Parthenon. The Greek government32

has long sought their return, challenging the legitimacy of the permissions allegedly33

granted by Ottoman officials over 200 years ago.34

To avoid similar situations, many countries ban exports of certain antiquities and35

participate in international treaties under which they effectively commit to help enforce36

these bans. Beginning with restrictions imposed by the Vatican long ago on the right37

of churches to sell off relics and art, export bans have become the most common tool38

for managing cultural property and are used in 140 countries around the world. En-39

forcement of these export bans have been bolstered by the ratification of the UNESCO40

Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and41

Transfer Of Ownership of Cultural Property and the 1995 UNIDROIT Convention on42

Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural Objects by 119 countries, including the United43

States and most of Europe. These conventions aim to return all objects declared as44

national property and illegally exported after the conventions ratification date.45

Despite the stronger legal ability to enforce export bans over the last two decade,46

illegal international trade continues, often with enormously destructive, potentially ir-47

reversible, consequences for cultural heritage. Mali and Nigeria provide examples of48

the scale of the problem. Ross (1995) estimates that over 50 percent of archaeological49

sites in Mali have been severely damaged or destroyed by illegal looting. At least seven50

large museums in Nigeria have been the victims of major robberies in the last three51

decades, with estimated losses of up to $200-250 million from a single case (Akinade52

(1999); Shyloon (2000)).53
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Indeed, some argue that while export bans may help protect cultural heritage in54

some circumstances, in others, they may exacerbate the risk that antiquities will be55

destroyed. Income gaps across countries can create enormous pressures for smuggling,56

particularly in countries with weak rule of law and low incomes, and export bans can57

drive antiquities trade underground. Illegal trade is particularly damaging to cultural58

heritage because those engaging in this trade must work quickly and surreptitiously.59

Looters use fast methods of excavation such as dynamite, and pneumatic drills (Coggins60

(1972); Bator (1982); Prott & O’Keefe (1990)), work to keep site locations secret, and61

often obscure the origin of objects by intentionally damaging sites and breaking objects62

into fragments to pass international borders.63

The damage of looting

Figure 1: Before and after picture of an inscribed stone recovered in 1999. The Stella
was part of the Bantaey Chhmar complex that was systematically looted in 1998-
1999. Stolen objects included two 12 meter wall sections that were cut into blocks
and intended for international sale. Original pictures taken by Luc Ionesco (1962) and
Claudio Jacques (1999).

Those in possession of artifacts of illegal or uncertain status, whether in the country64

of origin or in another country to which the objects have been transferred, are often65

unwilling to reveal them by lending them to museums or to have them photographed66

and documented for scholarly inquiry. If those in possession of these artifacts do not67

have the means or interest to maintain the objects and are unable to sell them to those68

who do, the objects may be at risk of damage or destruction.69

Could an alternative policy more robustly safeguard cultural heritage across a range70
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of contexts than either complete free trade or the status quo of export bans? In this71

paper, we argue that allowing fixed-term leases could maintain control of cultural her-72

itage for the country of origin; limit the scope for corrupt transactions leading to the73

irretrievable loss of cultural property; and create incentives for those with antiquities74

to reveal and maintain them. Moreover, by allowing excavated objects to flow to their75

highest value use, leases could raise revenue for the country of origin.76

Because antiquities, once lost, may be effectively irreplaceable, an important feature77

of policy is that it robustly safeguard cultural heritage across a range of circumstances.78

We therefore consider several different contexts in different parts of the paper. First,79

we allow for citizens (or even non-citizens, like Byron) to value having antiquities intact80

and in the country, but for the relative values citizens place on antiquities as opposed81

to general consumption to vary over time. Second, we allow for the possibility that82

some of the officials involved in regulating cultural heritage may be corrupt. Third,83

we consider a context in which some antiquities are in the de facto control of private84

individuals and the government may not even be aware of their existence.85

In Section 3, we consider the case of a benevolent government which owns an an-86

tiquity that generates a positive externality for at least some citizens if it is at home.87

Depending on the value of this externality, and the value that foreign bidders place on88

the object, the use value of the object may be greater either at home or abroad. We first89

show that even if the current use value of an object is currently less at home than abroad,90

a benevolent government may prefer to retain ownership in order to avoid difficulties91

in recovering the object in potential future states of the world in which it is valued92

more at home than abroad. Selling the object and trying to repurchase it later leaves93

the country vulnerable to hold-up. In particular, attempts by foreign owners to extract94

surplus may prevent efficient repurchase transactions ex post. Either leases or a sales95

contracts with an explicit option to repurchase the object at a prearranged price may96

help avoid the hold-up problem. In the absence of credit constraints, leases dominate97

both sale-and-repurchase and option contracts. With credit constraints, governments98

may prefer options to leases since they can relieve credit constraints by allowing objects99

to be used as collateral for borrowing.100

In Section 4 we consider the possibility that corrupt officials in charge of antiquities101

can extract value by selling the antiquities abroad at the expense of future generations.102

We show that in this environment export bans may be preferable to free trade. However,103

for reasonable parameter values, allowing limited-duration leases achieves most of the104
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benefits of export bans in preventing corrupt officials from expropriating the culture105

patrimony of future generations, while still granting honest officials latitude to optimally106

allocate usage rights in the current period.107

In Section 5 we consider the case in which objects are legally owned by the gov-108

ernment but where asymmetric information leads to de facto private ownership either109

inside or outside the government’s borders. Those with de facto control may need to be110

incentivized to maintain the objects and reveal their existence. In this setting, focusing111

government efforts purely on enforcing export bans will weaken de facto owners’ incen-112

tives to maintain objects. One option would be for the government to purchase objects113

from holders, providing them with an incentive to real objects to the government rather114

than selling them on the illicit market. However, if some government purchasing agents115

are corrupt and are willing to pass off low-quality objects as high quality, a purchase116

program may become insupportably expensive. In contrast, a program that allows dis-117

closed objects to be leased internationally for a set period, on condition that they revert118

to government control thereafter, can provide those holding objects with incentives to119

maintain and reveal objects. As shown in section 5.4, such leases might also be used to120

locate objects previously smuggled abroad by granting short-term amnesty and public121

usage rights in exchange for future repatriation.122

Our models suggest that neither free trade nor export bans robustly protect cultural123

heritage. Under free trade, objects that generate tremendous psychic benefits for citi-124

zens may be exported and may be difficult to repatriate. Discretionary regulation will125

also not safeguard objects against corrupt officials. Export bans, on the other hand,126

may lead to the destruction of objects that are in the hands of private individuals with-127

out the means and interest to protect them. Legislation allowing fixed duration leases,128

but not sales, can prevent both types of loss.129

Section 6 discusses various precedents, existing discussion of leases in the art world,130

and lessons for implementation. We discuss a number of precedents, for use of lease-like131

transactions in resolving disputed ownership claims. We argue that transactions that132

do not involve exchanges of cash, but rather provision of assistance with archaeological133

excavation, preservation, and other cultural activities are less likely to raise repugnance134

concerns and may satisfy political economy constraints. The King Tut exhibit which135

circulated in the United States and London from 2005-2008 provides at least one ex-136

ample; the exhibit was leased to a private company in order to generated proceeds for137

Egypt. The lease agreements specified transportation, display, and storage conditions138
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and reduce museum-side moral hazard (Boehn (2005)). More generally, we discuss139

mechanisms for ensuring leaseholders exercise proper care of objects based on the legal140

and other institutions currently used for loans between museums. We argue it would141

be useful to have standardized contracts and the involvement of international organiza-142

tions so as to ensure that programs are transparent, adequately safeguard antiquities,143

and attract as many legitimate bidders as possible.144

2 The Benchmark Model145

We first develop a benchmark model, in which citizens may care about having objects146

in the country of origin. The extent to which citizens value maintaining antiquities147

relative to other priorities may vary over time. For example, citizens may become more148

educated over time, national identity may evolve, and income levels may change. In149

the short run, the flow consumption value of keeping the item at home is less than the150

short-run flow consumption value of renting the object to the highest value foreigners.151

However, if the object may later be valued more at home than abroad, and if it may152

not be possible to recover the object later at a price corresponding to the valuation at153

home, then banning trade altogether may be preferable to allowing free trade.154

The optimal lease and option contracts studied in this section has parallels to the155

housing market. Suppose a faculty member is going away on sabbatical for a year.156

If the faculty member places higher value than others on use of the house in the long157

term, but lower value than others during the sabbatical year, the faculty member would158

likely rent the house rather than selling it and then trying to repurchase it after the159

sabbatical. If the faculty member needs to raise a large amount of money in the short160

run he or she would likely take out a mortgage. Similarly, a benevolent government161

that either foresees that its citizens’ might someday place high value on an antiquity162

might well prefer to lease it or sell it with a repurchase option than to sell it outright.163

In the benchmark model, we consider a single antiquity, referred to as the object,164

which is initially in the hands of a social planner who must decide whether to keep it165

or sell it abroad. The social planner is benevolent and maximizes social welfare for166

its constituents.1 At each time, t ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,∞}, the government’s constituents get167

utility from domestic antiquity “usage”, xt, and non-antiquity consumption, ct.168

Relative to the size of the total budget, the value of the object is assumed to be169

1Section 4 considers a situation in which government officials are not necessarily benevolent.
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small. As such, we simplify the problem by assuming a linear tradeoff in each period170

between art usage and other consumption. Defining dt as the sum of the domestic171

citizens’ valuation for having the object in the country, social utility in each period172

defined as173

u(ct, xt) = (1 + γt)ct + dtxt, (1)

where 1 + γt represents the marginal utility of consumption.174

We allow the marginal utility of consumption to vary over time, as might be the175

case if countries face constraints on international borrowing. Initially, we abstract from176

credit constraints such that γt = 0 for all t. Later, we relax this assumption and177

consider the case where γ0 > γt for all t. Similarly, we allow the domestic taste for art,178

dt, to be stochastic with the potential to change over time. Let dt be bounded between179

d and d and distributed according to the home country cdf Ht(.) with associated pdf180

ht(.). dt is unknown to the home country until period t so that any contracting before181

period t can only take into account the distribution of dt, but not its actual realization.182

All actors in our model share a common intertemporal discount rate of δ and can save183

on assets at interest rate R; however, the social planner might be credit constrained.184

We assume δR = 1 so that in the case of no credit constraints (γt = 0 for all t), the185

social planner would smooth consumption over time and keep the object in the country186

for domestic use in periods when dt is greater than the income generated from moving187

it abroad. In section 3.3 we allow for credit constraints and consider the case where the188

home country prefers to collateralize objects and consume the proceeds today to better189

smooth intertemporal consumption.190

There are i ∈ {1, . . . , N} foreign collectors who are potentially interested in using191

a legally procured object. Each foreign collector has a private per-period value for192

art consumption ai bounded between a and a and distributed according to the time-193

invariant cdf F (.) with associated pdf f(.). We assume that foreign collectors have a194

linear utility function with per-period utility vit(ct, zt) = ct + aizt, where zt ∈ {0, 1} is195

a binary variable that is 1 when the foreign collector legally keeps the object abroad.196

Without loss of generality, we assume that the buyers are ordered in ascending value.197

Thus aN and aN−1 represent the highest and second highest values respectively.198

Timing— Our model assumes an initial law-writing phase and a sequence of future199

periods each divided into a contracting and consumption stage. In the law-writing200

phase, the social planner can write laws constraining future domestic actors.2 Initially,201

2While in principal there could be a law-writing phase in each period, we are interested in situations
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we assume that the social planner has a choice only between allowing free trade or202

imposing autarchy by passing an export ban which restricts foreign usage to zero. We203

then expand the set of possible polices and allow for explicit restrictions on the types204

of contracts allowed in the market.205

Subsequent to the initial law-writing phase, actors play an infinite sequence of pe-206

riods each comprised of two stages: a contracting stage and a consumption stage:207

1. Contracting: In the contracting stage, the owner of the object chooses whether208

to offer it to potential buyers. We make two key assumptions. First, we assume209

that the owner of the object determines the selling procedure, thereby maximizing210

his profits, subject to the laws imposed within their jurisdiction (for instance,211

using an optimal auction mechanism). Second, we assume that the owner of the212

object can commit to the selling procedure he selects and does not attempt to213

price discriminate intertemporally.3214

2. Consumption: All players consume their valuations for the current period and215

play continues to the next period.216

In section 5 we introduce an additional maintenance stage in which parties must also217

invest in maintenance in order to prevent the destruction of the object. As maintenance218

pushes policies toward free markets, we do not explicitly consider it in sections 3 and219

4 since these sections explore reasons why restrictions on the market structure might220

make sense even when maintenance is guaranteed.221

3 Limits on Sale and Repurchase222

It often makes sense for an object to leave in the short run and come back in the long223

run. However, once sold, it may be hard to repurchase the object in the future, since224

attempts to re-acquire the object may be subject to hold up.225

This section begins with a simplified version of our benchmark model which illus-226

trates the hold-up problem inherent in selling the object, knowing that one may wish227

to repurchase it later. We then show that leases and sales contracts that include an228

when the passing of laws binds future generations. The single law-writing phase is the most direct way
to model this legislative inertia.

3See section 3 for a brief discussion of commitment.
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option to repurchase at a specified price can resolve the inefficiencies that exist in sales229

contracts. Finally, we explore the relative efficiency of leases and options with credit230

constraints.231

Starting with the analysis of sale and repurchase contracts, consider a special case232

of the model, where initially the domestic taste for art is small so that d0 = d < a.233

However, there is potential for the country to value art in the future. Let d1 be drawn234

from a distribution with cdf H1(.) and assume that all exogenous variation is resolved235

at this point so that dt = d1 for t ≥ 1. Further assume that H1(a) > 0 and H1(ā) < 1.236

That is, there exist future states of the world in which the home country does not value237

the object so it is efficient to keep it abroad, and there also exist states of the world238

in which domestic valuation is so high that the home country wishes to repatriate the239

object with certainty.240

Foreign collectors’ private values for art consumption a1, . . . , aN are independent241

and identically distributed (iid) with cdf F (.) and associated pdf f(.). We assume242

that foreign buyers are risk-neutral and do not face credit constraints. Under these243

characteristics, if an object is sold using an optimal auction for sellers, the winner of244

the auction will be the foreign collector with the highest intrinsic valuation for the245

object aN .246

As all uncertainty is resolved after the first period, the special case of our model247

can be thought of as a two period allocation problem with valuations as follows:248

Period 0 Period t > 0

Domestic d0 = d dt ∼ H1(.)

Foreign ai0 ∼ F (.) ait = ai0

(2)

In period 0, all foreign collectors have greater value for object than the home country249

and thus the object should be moved abroad in a first-best world. In period 1, the home250

country learns its new domestic valuation and may value the object more than foreigners251

so the first best demands the object to be repatriated in some states of the world.252

3.1 Sales Contracts with Future Repurchase253

A consequence of selling an object to a foreign collector without specifying repurchase254

clauses is that the sale of the object also grants the foreign collector the right to choose255

the mechanism in future repurchase negotiations. To understand how the transfer of256
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contracting power influences efficiency, we separate the analysis into its two contracting257

phases: a sale phase in which the home country auctions the object to the foreign buyers,258

and a repurchase phase in which the foreign collector who won the object in period 0259

offers the object back to the home country in period 1. In order to analyze the contract,260

we first construct the optimal mechanism for the foreign collector attempting to sell261

the object back to the social planner in period 1. Using the expected revenue from this262

resale auction, we then return to period 0 to analyze the efficiency of the initial sale.263

Phase 2: Repurchase Phase. For readability define the hazard rate of the distributions264

Ht(.) and F (.) as265

ψHt(dt) =
ht(dt)

1−Ht(dt)
, ψF (a) =

f(a)

1− F (a)
. (3)

We assume the problem is “regular” in a mechanism design sense so that both ψHt(dt)266

and ψF (ai0) are increasing functions.267

The foreign collector in our problem has commitment power and thus selects the268

mechanism that maximizes his ex-ante expected utility.4 To avoid the decrease in269

monopoly power associated with intertemporal price discrimination by durable goods270

monopolists (Coase (1972)), the foreign buyer commits to making a take-it-or-leave-it271

offer to sell the object back to the social planner (home country) exactly once in period272

1. To find the profit maximizing resale offer for the foreign collector, we first solve the273

monopoly problem for each period t ≥ 1,274

PM
t = arg max

Pt

[Pt − aNt ][1−Ht(Pt)], (4)

which yields the first order condition275

PM
t (aNt ) = aNt +

1

ψH1(P
M
t (aNt ))

. (5)

Since aNt = aN0 for t ≥ 1, we have PM
t (aN0 ) = PM

1 (aN0 ) for t ≥ 1. Aggregating over all276

4As is well know in the literature on durable goods (e.g. Gul, Sonnenschein & Wilson (1986)
and McAfee & Vincent (1997)), a lack of commitment in sequential bargaining or auction settings
weakens the ability of the foreign buyer to make offers above their marginal valuation. In our model,
less commitment by the foreign buyer increases overall efficiency since bargaining weakness reduces
holdup. It is our view that foreign collectors have at least some commitment power due to either
sequential rationality or high transaction costs.
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future periods, the optimal resale price in period 1 is277

PR
1 (aN0 ) =

∞∑
t=1

δt−1PM
t =

1

1− δ

[
aN0 +

1

ψH1(P
M
1 (aN0 ))

]
(6)

which we note is greater than
aN0
1−δ under the assumption that H1(a) < 1.278

Phase 1: Sale Phase. Returning to the auction in stage 1, a foreign collector with value279

ai incorporates the monopoly rents into his valuation when bidding in period 0. Thus,280

the value of an object to a foreign collector with value ai is281

V i
0 (ai0) = ai0 + δ

[(
1−H1(P

M
1 (ai0))

)
PR
1

(
ai0
)

+H1(P
M
1 (ai0))

ai0
1− δ

]
. (7)

Substituting for PR
1 (aN0 ) from equation (6), this can be rewritten as282

V i
0 (ai0) =

ai0
1− δ

+
δ

1− δ
1−H1(P

M
1 (ai0))

ψH1(P
M
1 (ai0))

. (8)

Note that since H1(a) < 1, there is some probability of resale to the home country283

and thus V i
0 (ai0) > ai0 for all N . Further, since all foreign collectors are free to set284

their second period prices as they see fit, it must be that V i
0 (ai0) is weakly increasing285

in ai0. Thus V i is a positive monotone transformation of ai and preserves the order of286

valuations.287

We now show that the inefficiently high price set in the resale phase leads to ineffi-288

ciency in the sale phase regardless of the bidders’ valuations. Consider the case when289

N → ∞ such that aN−10 = aN0 = a. In this environment, the optimal auction will290

allocate the object to the highest value bidder at a price equal to V (a) which is greater291

than a
1−δ . As the price is equal to the expected value of the object to the winning292

bidder, the foreign collectors’ expected gain from winning the auction is zero and thus293

the home country is the recipient of all the rents associated with the object.294

Next compare the (expected) domestic welfare generated in the sale and repurchase295

scheme to the first best outcome. In the first best case, the foreign collector’s utility is296

always zero since the home country extracts all surplus. Maximizing domestic utility297

subject to the foreign collector’s IR constraint yields the socially optimal repurchase298

price:299

P FB
1 =

aN0
1− δ

. (9)
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In a sale and repurchase scheme, PR
t > P FB

t and thus there exist realizations of d1 in300

which the object is misallocated to the foreign collector although it has a greater value301

at home. This will be the case any time d1 ∈
(
aN0 , P

M
1

)
.302

As can be seen, the monopoly power of the foreign collector in the repurchase303

phase creates inefficiencies in the initial sale auction. In order to extract rents from the304

domestic owner, the foreign collector chooses an inefficiently high price in the repurchase305

phase. Thus, while these rents are recaptured by the domestic owner in the sale phase,306

the allocation in the future is inefficient, which leads to a permanent loss of possible307

total welfare. As a result of these inefficiencies, forward looking social planners may308

restrict sales today until uncertainty regarding the future is resolved. This will be the309

case if the social planner is patient or the level of uncertainty is high.310

While we have framed the problem of sale contracts with future resale as an infor-311

mation problem, various factors may make it difficult to retrieve objects that have left312

the country. For example, foreign tax regimes may encourage donations to domestic313

museums, and museum regulation may make it difficult or impossible to sell the object314

to the home country.315

3.2 Leases under Asymmetric Information316

Leases diminish the effects of asymmetric information by leaving the choice of mecha-317

nism in both periods to the government, which can use auctions to reduce the asym-318

metric information about the foreign collectors’ valuations. Consider a lease auction in319

which the government leases the object to the foreign collector in the first period but320

retains future ownership rights. We assume the government runs an optimal English321

auction in stage 1 in which the second highest bid price but not the winner’s bid is322

revealed.5323

Given the price in the initial lease auction, the domestic owner knows the value of324

5As is well known from the auction literature on sequential auctions, it is weakly welfare decreasing
to use information about the value of the winning bidder in one auction for subsequent auctions. The
government will want to use an auction mechanism which does not reveal the high bid because it will
want to commit not to use information from one lease auction in subsequent lease auctions. See for
instance Hart & Tirole (1988).
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the second highest agent aN−1 and the density function of the highest bidder:325

fN(a) =


f(a)

1−F (aN−1)
a > aN−1,

0 otherwise.
(10)

Maximizing profits for t ≥ 1, the home country determines the optimal lease price in326

the second period by solving327

P ∗t = arg max
Pt

[1− FN(Pt)]Pt + FN(Pt)dt. (11)

The associated first order condition is328

1− FN(P ∗t ) + fN(P ∗t )(dt − P ∗t ) = 0, (12)

which yields6329

P ∗t = dt +
1

ψF (P ∗t )
. (13)

Of course, the home country will never choose a price below aN−1 such that the optimal330

pricing rule becomes331

PL
t = max

(
P ∗t , a

N−1) . (14)

The optimal pricing rule from equation (14) is equivalent to running an English332

auction in each period with a reservation price dependent only on the home country’s333

valuation and the initial distribution. As the number of bidders goes toward infinity,334

such a lease auction converges to the socially efficient price PL
t = max(dt, a

N).335

Proposition 1 When the government’s utility function is linear, the buyers’ valuations336

are iid, and there are no credit constraints, the optimal allocation mechanism is to lease337

objects each period using an English auction with reservation price:338

P ∗t = dt +
1

ψF (P ∗t )
(15)

Proof: Proof is in the appendix.339

As indicated in the proposition, the optimal lease contract generalizes readily to a340

6Note that FN (a) = F (a)−F (aN−1)
1−F (aN−1)

For a > aN−1.
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more complicated environment where dt grows over time.7 Since the true valuation of341

the highest valued bidder stays private, there are no incentives for foreign collectors342

to strategically manipulate their bids. Also note, that since contracting in future pe-343

riods takes place once uncertainty regarding the home country’s value is resolved, the344

reservation price in each period uses the true realization of dt. As is discussed in the345

next section and shown in the appendix, setting optimal reserves after uncertainty is346

resolved improves both the efficiency and expected rent generation of the mechanism347

relative to alternatives which conduct all contracting in period 0.348

3.3 Credit Constraints and Option Contracts349

In the environment discussed in the previous section where a country is poor today350

but has the potential to become rich in the future, the government is likely to be351

credit constrained. This section considers the case where domestic marginal utility352

of consumption varies over time. As described in the benchmark model, we assume353

that the value of the object is small relative to the nation’s budget, and the marginal354

utility of consumption in each period is 1 + γt. Initially, the country is poor and credit355

constrained such that γ0 ≥ γt for all t.8 As such, the social planner prefers to (i)356

consume the value of the object in period 0 and (ii) prevent holdup in future periods.357

An alternative to leases in this circumstance is to sell an object to the foreign buyer358

with an explicit option to repurchase the object in the future at a per-period strike359

price st(Pt) which varies with the purchase price Pt. In the appendix, we show that360

one optimal option mechanism for the government in such an environment is to run an361

English auction with a strike price in each period equal to:362

st(Pt) =

[
RtPt +

γ0 − γt
(1 + γ0)(1 + γt)

Ht(ŝt)

ψHt(ŝt)

]
, (16)

7That is dt = dt−1 + yt(.) where yt(.) is bounded below at zero. As with Hart & Tirole (1988),
if the value of the home country is decreasing in some periods, the home country may be tempted
to use information from previous periods in current negotiations. This may lead the foreign collector
to distort his value in cases where the home country is unable to commit to the mechanism for all
future periods. Similar to Dewatripont (1989), increasing the lease length can limit renegotiation and
increase efficiency when the domestic government lacks commitment power and dt can both increase
and decrease. As a lease can always mimic a sale contract by setting the number of periods to infinity,
the broader set of contracts with leases will still weakly improve efficiency over sale and repurchase
contracts even when commitment on the side of the home country is limited.

8It is worth noting that γt will also likely to be stochastic and negatively correlated with dt. To
keep things simple and highlight the main intuition, we show the deterministic version of the model.
The main intuition in this section holds as long as γ0 > E[γt].
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where Pt is the winning bid for period t, R is the interest rate, and ŝt = (1 + γt)st.363

As can be seen by studying equation (16), the strike price is composed of two parts:364

the first term, which corresponds to the efficient allocation of the object in future365

periods, and the second term, which sets the strike price above the purchase price366

thereby increasing the expected bids of the foreign collectors but potentially generating367

inefficient allocations in the future.368

When there are no credit constraints, γ0 = γt and thus st = RtPt. As the home369

country does not care about the timing of payments, it sets the option strike price to370

efficiently allocate the object in future periods, thereby minimizing future allocation371

inefficiencies.372

When a country is credit constrained, however, γ0 > γt and the strike price for373

repurchase is greater than the price paid. Raising the strike price above the bid price374

creates some states of the world in which the object stays in the hands of the foreign375

collector inefficiently. At the same time, however, an increase of the strike price over376

the winning bid increases the value of the contract to the foreign collector. This second377

effect increases bids and leads to greater revenue in period 0 but a larger expected378

repayment in the future. As credit constraints get extreme, for instance when γ0 →∞,379

the optimal strike price is set such that the value of the object for a bidder of type i380

is exactly equal to V (ai) and the strike price is equal to PR
1 (aN−10 ). Thus, as N →∞,381

the option contract can mimic both the lease and sale auction through the selection of382

the strike price st.383

A second property of the optimal option contract is that the reservation price must384

be set prior to the home country learning its future valuation. In the absence of credit385

constraints, the optimal reservation price is implicity described by the following equa-386

tion:387

PRes
t = δt

[
E(dt|dt < RtPRes

t ) +
1

ψF (PRes
t )

]
. (17)

Comparing this expression to (15), it becomes apparent that the reservation price is388

analogous to that of the lease auction, with the difference being that the auction takes389

place in period 0 prior to the revelation of dt. Conditioning on the expected value of dt390

decreases the efficiency of the auction, an inefficiency which is greatest when domestic391

valuations are most uncertain. Conditioning also may lead to additional problems with392

commitment, since after high realizations of dt, the home country would like to exercise393

the option and offer the object to the winner at a higher reserve price.394
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Like the lease contract, the optimal option contract eliminates the hold-up problem395

of the sales contract with future repurchase by settling all negotiations ex ante. A396

careful comparison of equations (15) to (16) and (17) provides intuition concerning the397

environments in which the lease or option contract is likely to be preferred. When there398

are no credit constraints, the home country does not benefit from shifting payments to399

earlier periods as achieved by an option contract. Since the option’s reservation price400

must be established with less information about the future, an option contract will have401

an inefficient reserve price relative to the lease auction if there is uncertainty regarding402

future domestic valuation of an object.403

When there are credit constraints, however, the option contract may dominate leases404

since it allows countries to consume more than the objects per-period value immedi-405

ately. This will unambiguously be the case if the government knows its future valuation406

and thus can set its reserve prices optimally. These results are formally described in407

Proposition 2:408

Proposition 2 When future valuations of the home country are unknown to all parties409

and there are no credit constraints, a lease auction maximizes social welfare of the home410

country. When future valuations of the home country are known but private information411

and credit constraints bind, an auction that sells the object with an option to repurchase412

maximizes social welfare of the home country.413

Proof: Proof is in the appendix.414

While we have discussed leases and options in the context of efficiency, it is worth415

noting that the implementation of option contracts may be more difficult than lease416

contracts. To construct the optimal strike price, the home country must have a good417

sense not only of its future credit constraints, but on the distribution of future valua-418

tions. If option contracts prove intractable from an implementation stand point, credit419

constraints can also be satisfied by a lease with an extended term length. Such leases420

are likely to generate revenue similar to an option contract while reducing the complex-421

ity of the auction. However, allowing for very long leases opens the door for corruption,422

a problem which we view as critical to managing cultural heritage. We will discuss this423

issue in the next section.424
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4 Corruption425

A robust regime for trade in antiquities would ideally be robust to a range of environ-426

ments, including those with corruption. In this section we show that if there are gains427

from trade but officials may be corrupt, it may be optimal to enact laws restricting428

international antiquity transactions to prevent future corrupt officials from appropriat-429

ing the value of the object. If the only available policy instrument is a law imposing430

autarchy and banning international transactions, a benevolent government may choose431

to pass such a law in order to constrain future corrupt officials at the cost of restricting432

honest ones. For reasonable parameter values, less draconian export restrictions that433

allow one-period leases are superior to both free trade and complete export bans. Sales434

with repurchase options are not attractive in this environment.435

To focus directly on the role of corruption, we depart from the last section by436

assuming that there are no transaction frictions and that objects may be bought from437

and sold to foreign buyers at a constant per-period price P .9 We continue to assume438

that the object is owned by the government who has domestic valuation for objects,439

dt, which is stochastic and may vary over time; we further restrict attention to the440

case where valuations are drawn iid from a single time invariant cdf H(.). Initially, we441

assume that there are no credit constraints so that the marginal utility of consumption442

is normalized to 1.443

In the initial law writing phase, a law can be created prior to period 0 binding all444

future officials who will each have influence over objects for one period. We first consider445

the case in which the social planner can only decide between allowing free markets or446

completely prohibiting any overseas transfer of the object. We then consider cases in447

which the social planner has the additional option to restrict foreign transactions to448

single period leases. Subsequent to the initial law writing phase, and including the449

contracting stage in period 0, decisions are made by a sequence of officials who each450

act as a benevolent social planner with probability 1− ε, but who maximize their own451

consumption with no regard for current or future generations with probability ε; we452

assume that the types of officials are uncorrelated over time.453

Corrupt officials have access to some portion of the proceeds of sales and leases454

via kickbacks and thus always choose to move objects abroad or into private hands for455

the maximum amount of time legally possible. In effect a corrupt official can act in456

9We abstract from the issues discussed in the previous section, where the price paid for antiquities
depended on the possibility that the object may be resold in the future.
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collusion with a foreign buyer to expropriate the cultural patrimony of the country.10457

For clarity, we study the stark case in which corrupt officials have access to the entire458

revenue from a transaction and thus consume all the proceeds from the exchange. If459

markets are free, a corrupt official sells the object and consumes all future rents. Under460

an export ban, the corrupt official keeps the object for private use for the period he is461

in office such that the country cannot benefit from it.11 Finally, if foreign transactions462

are restricted to single period leases, the corrupt official leases the object abroad and463

consumes the proceeds.464

An honest official who has no constraints on her action may act in one of two465

ways. If the potential for future corruption is small, she allows an object to be used by466

the foreign collector any time dt < P and keeps the object local otherwise. As there467

are no credit constraints, this is most easily accomplished through a one-period lease.468

Alternatively, if the potential for corruption is large, an honest official may wish to469

sell an object today and distribute the earnings during his tenure to prevent corrupt470

officials from expropriating this value in the future. Under a complete prohibition on471

international transfers of antiquities, honest officials simply keep the object at home for472

domestic use.473

Under free markets, honest officials sell the object abroad if the price for selling the

object today is greater than the expected value of optimally allocating the object until

the first corrupt official arrives:

P

1− δ
>
∞∑
t=0

δt(1− ε)t+1Ed [max(P, dt)] . (18)

Note that for ε close to zero, this will never be the case. However, if the chance that

future officials are corrupt becomes sufficiently large, honest officials will sell the object

preemptively. In the absence of preemptive sales by honest officials, the expected net

10The problem is thus in some ways analogous to that studied by Pogge (2001) and Kremer &
Jayachandran (2006).

11In reality, export bans are typically porous and a proportion of objects will be smuggled when
officials are corrupt. Thus, it may be difficult for future officials to recover objects which have been
expropriated by corrupt officials under an export ban. The assumption here reflects a best case for
export bans upon which to compare the advantages and disadvantages of single- or multi-period leases.
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present value of population welfare derived from each object under free trade is:

NPV FT =
∞∑
t=0

δt(1− ε)t+1Ed [max(P, dt)] . (19)

Under an export ban, the object always stays in the country resulting in a value of

E[dt] in each period that an honest official is in power. The expected net present value

of population welfare derived from each object is

NPV EB =
∞∑
t=0

δt(1− ε)Ed [dt] . (20)

As can be seen by comparing equations (19) and (20), export bans act as a blunt474

tool to constrain corrupt future officials from acting in a malevolent way. To reduce the475

ability of future corrupt leaders to steal funds, the government also limits the ability476

of good officials to make welfare improving trades. This reduces the expected value in477

a given period to Ed(d) from the higher expected value of Ed [max(P, dt)]. Vice versa,478

the lack of control over the actions of corrupt officials leads to a lower probability that479

an object will be preserved for the enjoyment of future generations. Thus, under free480

trade, the valuation of future periods is discounted by (1− ε)t+1 as opposed to (1− ε)481

as in the case of an export ban.482

Leases are a way of balancing concerns about corruption with efficiency consider-

ations. In particular, short-term leases can restrict the long-term damage by corrupt

officials12 while still giving benevolent ones the ability to make Pareto-improving short-

term trades. To see this, consider the expected net present value of population welfare

derive from each object when only one-period leases are permitted:

NPV L =
∞∑
t=0

δt(1− ε)Ed [max(P, dt)] (21)

Comparing this expression to equation (20), it becomes apparent that allowing one-483

period leases but no sales dominates passing complete export bans as long as P exceeds484

dt in some state of the world.13 Furthermore, comparing (21) to (19) reveals that485

12Recall that the foreign collector is in charge of negotiation on objects sold abroad. Since there is
no asymmetric information, the home country gains nothing from recovering objects that were sold by
a corrupt official.

13Leases also dominate preemptive sale as long as NPV L is greater than P
1−δ .
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one-period leases dominate free-trade as long as ε > 0. It follows:486

Proposition 3 If the only law available to a benevolent social planner is an export ban487

or free trade, there are no credit constraints, and P < E[dt], then as δ → 1, there exist488

probabilities ε and ε̄ such that if ε ∈ (ε, ε̄) the social planner chooses an export ban.489

Leases dominate both export bans and free trade as long as ε > 0 and there exist some490

states of the world for which dt > P .491

Proof: Proof is in the appendix.492

493

As discussed in section 3.3, one caveat is that allowing leases but not sales dominates494

free trade only if there are no credit constraints. In a model with credit constraints,495

it may be desirable to transfer long-run claims to the object in exchange for higher496

consumption in the short run. However, since the actions of a credit constrained official497

will resemble those of a corrupt official, discriminating between the two cases may be498

difficult.499

Note that in order for lease and option markets to reduce the negative effects of500

corruption, commitment must be made both to the type of contracts allowed and to501

the way in which objects are auctioned. A maximum possible lease length would need502

to be set to prevent leases from being so long as to approximate sales, and limits would503

be needed on the “reserve price” and the “strike price” under option contracts. Section504

6 discusses a series of safeguards that could be implemented to reduce the scope for505

corruption in the rental contracts.506

5 Maintenance and revelation of objects507

In most countries, both excavated and unexcavated archaeological objects legally be-508

long to the state. However, since individuals often possess the objects or have private509

knowledge of the location of unexcavated archaeological sites, it is important to design510

mechanisms which robustly safeguard cultural property when it is in the hands of pri-511

vate individuals both inside and outside the nation’s borders.14 Unlike the previous512

14Antiquities law is complicated by the fact that looted antiquities generally do not have an owner
and are undocumented. While most countries have laws which make it a crime to transport, receive,
or sell foreign goods known to be stolen, smugglers intentionally obfuscate the origin of objects to limit
repatriation claims. Artifact-rich countries have responded to the problem of undocumented artifacts
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two sections, this section considers the case where the government has de jure rights513

to objects but where there is asymmetric knowledge as to their location and quality.514

De facto owners must be given incentives to both maintain the objects and reveal their515

existence.15516

This section examines two information issues: a moral hazard problem where de517

facto owners must be given incentives to both maintain the objects and reveal their518

existence, and an adverse selection problem, which, in turn allows corruption in pur-519

chase programs. We argue that granting lease rights for a set number of years may520

mitigate the potential moral hazard. It may also be less vulnerable to corruption than521

offering cash for objects or information on archeological sites. This implies that even if522

the externality for domestic usage is large, we may not want complete export bans, but523

instead may want to allow leases to encourage individuals to reveal their objects. Our524

modeling focuses on the case of objects that are in private hands but inside the country.525

We discuss how a minor modification of the lease system proposed in this section can526

be used to generate incentives for individuals outside the country to reveal objects in527

exchange for eventual repatriation at the end of the section.528

5.1 Primitives529

The intrinsic and cultural value of antiquities is highly heterogeneous, with only a530

handful of museum quality pieces typically found in an archaeological expedition. To531

allow for this, we consider an extension of the baseline model with high (H) and low532

(L) quality objects which are distributed randomly across a large number of domestic533

citizens. De facto owners have no value for their objects and would prefer to sell their534

objects at the highest possible price, but are subject to the enforcement policy within535

their jurisdiction. Greater enforcement, e: (i) reduces the probability α(e) that a de536

facto owner has access to an intermediary or smuggler, (ii) reduces the proportion πq(e),537

q ∈ {L,H}, of the maximum foreign sale price captured by the de facto owner in the538

event of a sale to an smuggler and (iii) increases the probability β(e) that an object539

which has not been sold is detected and confiscated.540

The government knows the proportion p of high quality objects and the externality541

by passing laws which declare antiquities as state property. This has allowed for legal recourse using
the laws of the importing country such as the National Stolen Property Act (1976) of the United
States. See Bator (1982) for a broader legal discussion.

15This section of our paper is related to Borodkin (1995) and Bator (1982) who write from a legal
perspective, and advocate the use of markets to reduce looting in developing countries.
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to its constituents from domestic use. It has de jure rights to all objects but lacks542

information on the location of objects and on whether the objects are of high or low543

quality. A bureaucrat can estimate objects’ values and generate a report, but some544

proportion b of bureaucrats are corrupt and may alter reports to the government in545

exchange for a bribe B.546

We introduce a new maintenance term in the analysis. Preserving art requires547

expenditure M at the beginning of each period to maintain the object. We consider548

M to be a reduced form parameter that includes the cost of preventing damage and549

theft by looters. For convenience, rather than modeling a continuous and stochastic550

relationship between effort and damage, we assume that M is binary and that if it is551

not paid, the object is immediately destroyed. We further assume that aN > M so at552

least one foreign collector exists who maintains the object if he or she owns it.553

The ordering of actions in each period is as follows. A de facto owner holding an554

object must pay M in order to prevent the object from being destroyed. If the object is555

preserved, the de facto owners decide whether to publicly disclose their objects or wait556

for a potential smuggler. If the government sets up a system to reward public disclosure,557

publicly disclosed objects are randomly assigned to bureaucrats for assessment. If a de558

facto owner is assigned to a corrupt bureaucrat, the de facto owner chooses whether to559

offer a bribe to certify that an object is of a particular quality. The bureaucrats then560

generate their reports and the governments incentive mechanism is implemented.561

For objects that are not disclosed, with probability α(e) the de facto owner is562

matched with an intermediary or smuggler and has the option of selling the object563

to him. We assume that smuggled objects are hidden by foreign collectors and thus564

cannot be resold back to the government under the export ban policy, but that the565

government is free to buy objects revealed under a free market policy at the market566

price. Finally, with probability β(e) the government can detect the remaining objects567

and either excavate or confiscate them.568

To simplify the contracting environment, we remove all uncertainty regarding effi-569

cient future ownership by assuming that the domestic externality is constant over time.570

Suppressing the time subscript, high- and low-value objects that are discovered and571

transferred to the government generate a domestic externality 1
1−δd

H and 1
1−δd

L, re-572

spectively, which de facto owners do not take into account. For excavated objects, this573

externality includes the amenity value of having the object in the country of origin,574

its curatorial value to domestic museums, and information on the location of active575
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looting. We similarly simplify the problem by assuming the number of potential foreign576

buyers N →∞. This ensures that the foreign market prices are aq−δM
1−δ for q ∈ {L,H}577

which are fixed and constant over time.578

Note that under exports α(e) < 1 and πq(e) < 1, and πq(e) is typically very low579

relative to the actual values of the objects. For illegally traded objects, most of the580

proceeds from trade are paid to intermediaries.16 Further, illegally traded objects also581

sell for less than their maximal value because of limitations on the ability to display582

the object, the difficulty of resale, and the danger of detection and prosecution.583

5.2 Bans on Exports and the Free Market584

Under an export ban, de facto owners will invest in maintenance only if the expected585

return is higher than the maintenance cost, or α(e)πq(e)a
q−δM
1−δ > M . If the owner586

maintains the object the government detects probability β(e) each period, and receives587

an expected net present value of588

SBan(e) =
(1− α(e))β(e)

1− δ[(1− α(e))(1− β(e))]

dq − δM
1− δ

(22)

per object. The proportion α(e)[1 − (1 − α(e))(1 − β(e))]−1 of objects are lost to589

smuggling. Increasing β(e), the probability of detection, through tougher enforcement590

will increase what the government recovers, but there is a limit to what the government591

can recover. If enforcement is toughened and α(e)πq(e)a
qδM
1−δ falls below M , individuals592

lose their incentive to protect and maintain objects, leading to their destruction. As it593

is inherently difficult to hold individuals directly accountable for actions to unknown594

sites and πq(e) is likely to be very small, a policy based purely on enforcement (as595

opposed to one with rewards for revelation of objects) may generate less incentives for596

protection and ultimately lead to inefficient social outcomes.597

One can also examine the consequences of allowing complete free trade. In the598

absolute best case for free trade, the government would allow objects to be sold and599

then buy objects back at the market price. If dq > aq, the government will purchase all600

objects of quality q that are put up for auction leading to a net social utility gain of601

SFree =
dq − aq

1− δ
(23)

16For example, Christie’s Auction House estimates that the original holder of artifacts typically
receive 2 percent of the objects’ final sales prices. See Beech (2003).
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per object. As aq > M , all objects are preserved under this scheme.17 However, the602

additional payments made in recovering objects may lead the government to prefer603

export bans and enforcement.604

5.3 Antiquity Purchases and Leases605

The preceding discussion suggests that augmenting an export ban policy with explicit606

incentives for revealing the location of objects may improve social welfare. Payments607

for revelation may not only resolve the information asymmetry and limit the impact608

of corruption but also provide incentives for de facto owners to maintain their objects609

in the first place. We consider two types of incentive programs: purchase programs610

which pay cash incentives based on the quality of the good and lease programs which611

allow de facto owners to lease objects abroad for a number of periods in exchange for612

revealing its location. We show that the cash programs are vulnerable to corruption613

and that the lease system is more efficient than both the cash program and the export614

bans considered in the last section.615

Consider first a purchase program which pays cash incentives based on the quality616

of the good. As the potential values of objects are unknown ex ante and must be617

estimated by bureaucrats, the process of using these cash incentives to pay for revealed618

objects is vulnerable to corruption.619

We consider two cases of purchase programs which vary in the cost of corruption.620

In the first case, dq > aq for q ∈ {H,L} and the government would like to retain all621

objects. We view this case as the environment envisioned by cultural nationalists and622

others who view the value of domestic usage as very high. Second, we consider the case623

where dH > aH but where dL = 0 and aL = M . In this case, low-quality objects can624

be thought of as forgeries which can be produced at cost by citizens in the domestic625

country.626

Starting with the case where the government would like to retain all objects, let V q
627

represent the potential outside option of a de facto owner holding an object of quality628

q and note that in any equilibrium where bribes exist, B ∈ [0, V H − V L] depending on629

the bargaining power of the bureaucrat relative to the de facto owner.18 The individual630

17Note that we are implicitly assuming the government views the transfer of income to de facto
owners as pure waste. Relaxing this assumption pushes policy toward free markets where de facto
owners’ revenue is highest.

18A de facto owner has two potential outside options. First, he or she can choose not to maintain
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rationality constraint for de facto owners holding high- or low-quality objects demand631

that their expected transfers (net of the bribe) weakly exceed the value of their re-632

spective outside option. Defining TH and TL as the transfers made to de facto owners633

whose objects are reported as high and low respectively, individual rationality requires634

TH ≥ V H , (25)

(1− b)TL + b(TH −B) ≥ V L. (26)

In the optimal purchase program, both constraints will hold with equality. Thus, rear-635

ranging equation (26) yields636

TL = V L − b

1− b
(
V H − V L −B

)
, (27)

which is strictly less than V L. The reduction in TL is due to the possibility of a holder637

of an object matching with a corrupt bureaucrat and receiving a positive surplus.638

The expected cost for procuring each object is639

[p+ (1− p)b]TH + (1− p)(1− b)TL, (28)

where p is the proportion of high quality objects. Plugging in (26) and (27) yields an640

expected cost per item of641

pV H + (1− p)V L + (1− p)bB. (29)

Compared to the case without corruption, a purchase program requires additional trans-642

fers of (1− p)bB to be paid to bureaucrats which ultimately must be paid by the gov-643

ernment. These transfers are likely to be perceived as waste by the government and in644

any case will be costly if taxation involves a deadweight loss.19645

the object. To prevent this from being optimal, the purchase program must pay a minimum of M .
Second, the owner must prefer revealing the object over waiting for a smuggler. Assuming that the
decision to reveal an object occurs directly after paying maintenance costs, the owner’s outside option
value is

V q = max

{
M,

1

1− δ[(1− α(e))(1− β(e))]

[
α(e)πq(e)

aq − δM
1− δ

− (1− α(e))(1− β(e))δM

]}
(24)

for q ∈ {H,L}, respectively.
19Corrupt bureaucrats could, of course, also charge bribes to individuals with high-quality objects

to truthfully reveal quality. In this case the information rents for high types must be increased by bB
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Let us now consider the second case in which the government only wants high-quality646

objects and where low-quality objects are interpreted as forgeries with no domestic647

value. In this case, the social planner only wants to retain high-quality objects but,648

due to corruption, also ends up purchasing a proportion (1 − p)b of forgeries which649

negatively affect welfare. In this environment, the cost of the program is650

[p+ (1− p)b]V H (30)

while the gross value of the high-quality objects is only:651

p

(
DH − δM

1− δ
− V H

)
. (31)

As can be seen by comparing these two equations, when p is small relative to (1 − p),652

the cost of this program may be very large relative to its benefit. This will be the case,653

for instance, if forgeries are generated endogenously and V H is high relative to the cost654

of forgeries.655

At its core, the problem of the purchase program is one of discretion. By lacking656

an external price signal upon which valuations can be assessed, bureaucrats generate657

distortions both in cost and allocation. The advantage of a lease program is that the658

information rents generated by an object can be linked directly to its value without659

relying on the discretion of bureaucrats.660

Proposition 4 Let τ as the smallest integer such that661

τ∑
t=0

δt(aH − δM) ≥ V H . (32)

Then, a lease program that allows for leases of length greater or equal to τ in exchange662

for future ownership rights is sufficient for generating maintenance and revelation in-663

centives.664

As can be seen by noting that V H is a function of the enforcement technology, the665

length of the lease τ necessary depends on the value that a smuggler can provide to an666

individual relative to the market price for legally transferred leases. This will be related667

and the rents to the low types can be decreased by b
1−bbB. The total transfers for the project increase

by pbB.
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both to the ability of the country to police illegal markets and to the relative worth of668

legal leases versus illegal sales. Comparing the outcome of leases, cash programs, free669

markets and bans leads to the following proposition:670

Proposition 5 There exists a δ ∈ (0, 1) such that leases dominate free markets, export671

bans and cash incentive programs for all enforcement technologies.672

It is worth noting that lotteries or taxes on sales could allow the value of objects to be673

split without declaring their value and could create incentives to reveal objects without674

a need for the state to estimate objects’ values, but under lotteries the parties bear more675

risk. Further, as was argued in section 3, lease arrangements that give ownership rights676

to the state may also achieve preferable intertemporal allocations since transaction costs677

for recovering sold objects may be large.678

Taxes are vulnerable to corrupt deals with side payments in which the official price679

is less than the actual value of the object. This can lead to a movement of objects680

abroad which would optimally stay at home. In the current case where all objects681

should optimally be retained, the tax system may also not generate enough incentives682

for maintenance and requires positive monetary payments by the government for repa-683

triation.684

5.4 Using Leases to Identify and Secure Previously Smuggled685

Objects686

Due to greater international cooperation, public institutions have reduced their ap-687

petite for illicit objects. However, a large stock of objects exist abroad but outside the688

public domain. There currently remains limited ways that illegally exported objects689

can reenter the public domain and (potentially) be repatriated by the country of ori-690

gin. This has the potential to permanently destroy antiquities, particularly in cases691

where objects are bequeathed to a future generation who does not share the taste of692

the original collector.693

While we have concentrated on the case where an object is still in the country of694

origin, the lease system described above can be easily modified to cover the case where695

objects are already abroad. Illegally moved objects typically are not in the hands of the696

highest valued collector and the need to keep them secret reduces their value relative697

to a legal object. By allowing individuals with objects of murky provenance to lease698
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their objects in exchange for repatriation rights, collectors can be induced to identify699

objects and repatriate them in the future.700

The advantages of a partial-amnesty program based on leases and repatriation are701

three fold. First, a lease program can mitigate the costs of litigation that can arise702

from disputed ownership and shield the foreign buyer from liability. This has clear703

advantages for public institutions who have objects of uncertain provenance in their704

collection. Both the Getty and the Metropolitan Museum of Art recently repatriated705

portions of their Italian collection back to Italy in exchange for long-term loans of706

Italian art with similar value. In the case of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, this707

agreement ended a legal battle which had been fought for almost 30 years (Kennedy &708

Eakin (2006)).709

Second, a partial-amnesty program could lead to the identification and registration710

of a large number of objects currently hidden. One of the issues in the regulation and711

policing of antiquities is a lack of information which can be used to identify looted712

objects. By reducing the pool of unidentified objects, it is more difficult for individuals713

to forge the provenance of looted objects. Identifying objects also increases scholarly714

access and allows governments to secure objects with cultural significance that it might715

otherwise not have known about. Finally, partial-amnesty programs avoid issues of716

repayment and thus may be more politically feasible than programs in which the gov-717

ernment is paid to leave things abroad. A program in which foreign owners pay for718

amnesty must assign a price to the object which may be seen as “commodifying” the719

object. As discussed in Benabou & Tirole (2007), the in-kind nature of leases are likely720

to have smaller behavioral and social effects than programs that use cash.721

As with any program which allows for amnesty, a repatriation for lease program has722

the potential of exacerbating looting if countries cannot avoid the temptation of offering723

amnesty on objects looted today and offered in the future. The extent to which such724

time inconsistency is a problem likely varies by the type of object under dispute and the725

ratio of objects looted relative to the number of objects still in the ground. For objects726

which have been outside the home country for a long time but have disputed ownership727

claims, it is likely that the time inconsistency problems are quite small. Likewise, for728

objects still within the country of origin which have providence but are subject to export729

bans, we see little problem with the program. On the other hand, offering amnesty on730

objects that have recently been excavated has clear issues. We believe that in cases in731

which looting is still ongoing, amnesty programs are likely to exacerbate looting. In732
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these cases, leases in exchange for excavation rights and antiquity protection are likely733

better at securing sites and preserving heritage.734

6 Precedents and Implementation Issues735

Previous sections have considered leases in the abstract. In this section, we first discuss736

two examples that suggest leases are legally, administratively, and politically feasible.737

We then discuss a number of implementation issues including renter-side moral hazard738

regarding care of the object, mechanisms to mitigate its effects, ways to limit corruption,739

and interaction between market design and institutions.740

There are already precedents for lease arrangements. The Menil collection in Hous-741

ton negotiated a long-term lease of two 13th century Byzantine frescoes with the Church742

of Cyprus. These frescoes were recovered in 1982 from sources with disputed claims.743

The Menil Foundation restored the frescoes as part of the lease requirements and dis-744

played them in a way that paid tribute to their origins. They are scheduled to be745

returned to Cypress in early 2012.746

Two issues that we do not formally model - repugnance in exchanging money for747

art and the influence of culture ministries and officials - both suggest that in some748

circumstances it may be easier to implement programs in which the borrowing party749

provides in-kind payments rather than cash payments.20 For example, disputes over750

ownership have been resolved through arrangements in which a foreign collector obtains751

a lease for some period of time in exchange for an agreement that ownership rights752

reside with the country of origin. In contexts in which ownership is not in dispute,753

but archaeological work needs to be done to excavate the objects, one could imagine754

contracts in which foreign entities provide financial assistance in conducting excavations755

in return for rights to hold a subset of objects that are excavated for a fixed number of756

years. This idea is similar to early 20th century strategies in which foreign expeditions757

were induced to work in the country for a share in the excavated objects. Iraq, for758

instance, had a policy where half of the duplicate objects from an expedition would759

be allowed to leave with the excavating party but all unique items went to the central760

museum (Bernhardsson (2003).). Our policy is similar but allows for the potential761

repatriation of all objects in the long run. In other contexts, foreign institutions could762

20See Benabou & Tirole (2007) and Roth (2007) for discussions of behavioral and social effects that
might limit the use of markets.
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obtain rights to hold an object for a certain number of years on condition that they763

assist the home country in developing proper facilities for care of the objects after the764

end of the lease period.765

While in-kind transfers may be easiest to implement, there is precedents for leases766

to be used in exchange for cash. The King Tut exhibit, which circulated in the United767

States and London from 2005-2008, provides a clear precedent. Egypt charged a flat768

fee of $5 million per city and required insurance payments of roughly $1 million per769

city.21770

Both the Menil Collection and King Tut exhibit sheds light on the ways to con-771

trol renter-side moral hazard. In common law countries, museum loan programs are772

considered bailments where one party gives possession of the object to another for safe773

keeping. Museum contracts augment the common law by specifying the arbitration pro-774

cess for damaged goods and providing requirements for care.22 In the King Tut case,775

the lease agreements specified transportation, display, and storage conditions. Based776

on the success of traveling exhibits and the extensive level of museum to museum lend-777

ing which currently exists, our sense is that these issues could be adequately addressed778

contractually, as long as the legal system in the receiving country is sufficiently well779

functioning.780

It is encouraging to the feasibility of leases markets that there is talk of using leases781

in the simplest cases in the art disciplines themselves. Lease contracts have been briefly782

mentioned in press by Butcher & Gill (1990), Asgari (1993)23, and Gerstenblith (2001)783

who proposed leases between museums to decrease demand for new pieces from foreign784

countries.785

In order to limit potential corruption, it would be important to establish a set786

of standard contracts and procedures for auctions to be conducted in an open and787

transparent manner. This can limit discretion of corrupt officials. On the contracting788

side, a standard contract would include maintenance and care agreements, specify in-789

surance and bond requirements, standardize lease lengths, and develop a protocol for790

arbitration in the event of damage. To prevent collusion and corruption during the791

auction, standardized rules would be needed for the auction as well for a procedure792

21See Boehn (2005).
22Simpson (2008) provides further details into the contracts used in museum exchange and lending

programs.
23As quoted in Erdem (1993), Asgari argues that ten year leases may be used between major museums

to reduce incentives to purchase illicit artifacts.
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which qualified bidders and verified the condition and quality of goods prior to auction.793

Qualified bidders would need to meet some minimal level of trustworthiness along with794

demonstrating the financial resources to provide the proper level of insurance and care.795

The lease length should be long enough to provide information rents to private796

individuals and to make transaction costs worthwhile but short enough to limit rent797

extraction from future generations by corrupt officials. If transaction costs are sub-798

stantial, relatively longer leases may be desirable. While the optimal lease length will799

depend on the needs of the country, the lease length of 30 years used in the Menil800

collection appears to be a reasonable precedent.801

We have assumed that the per-period valuation of foreign collectors does not change802

with the type of contract that they enter into. However, there may be a value to803

ownership separate from the discounted sum of use value. In these cases, a longer lease804

may be desirable.24 We also believe there may be some merit in tying the lease to the805

lifetime of the purchaser. This would allow for ownership with a clause that objects806

must be repatriated upon death.807

One possibility would be for an international organization to handle the lease sys-808

tem. An international organization is more robust to regime change in the home and809

renting countries and is likely to have an easier time committing to policies and avoid-810

ing efficiency-reducing renegotiation. The participation of an established international811

organization could also help convince the population in the leasing country that the812

auction system is legitimate and allow revenues to be raised without concerns over cor-813

ruption. To reduce costs and increase the number of international bidders, we believe814

that such an international organization could also work with an established auction815

house to run the auctions. Amending the laws of receiving countries to allow future816

generations in the source countries to seize objects not sold through legitimate proce-817

dures reduces incentives of buyers to contract corruptly outside such procedures. This818

in turn can generate commitment when corruption is at the level of the government and819

creates a mechanism by which corrupt or non-democratic governments can be excluded.820

The international organization running the lease market could limit lease auctions to821

items with clear title and exclude objects believed to be inappropriately obtained.822

24This form of lease appears to also be useful in settling disputes over land and sovereignty. A lease
was used to settle a dispute over Hong Kong, for instance, and lease programs exist in the allocation
of land in many countries.
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7 Conclusion823

Relative to the status quo of export bans, allowing time-limited leases is robust in824

that it offers limited potential downside and considerable upside. Under three of the825

potential rationales for export bans we consider — the difficulty of repurchasing objects826

once sold, the possibility that corrupt officials will expropriate the value of the national827

patrimony, and the need to provide incentives to those in de facto control of antiquities828

— leases or sales with options to repurchase may protect a countries long-term interest829

in objects as well or better than export bans while generating more revenue for the830

country and improving maintenance incentives. We have further noted that leases are831

likely to be preferable in the presence of corruption or asymmetric information while832

option contracts are likely to be optimal in an environment with credit constraints.833

Finally, although this analysis has focused on markets for antiquities, it is worth834

noting that parts of the analysis may have implications for other contracting situations.835

The argument in section 3 considers dynamic negotiations in environments where values836

in the future are uncertain and where ownership bequeathes power in future negotia-837

tions. We find that in such recursive contracting environments, there is great value838

in keeping the negotiating power in the hands of the party whose future valuation is839

most uncertain. The optimal option contract derived in section 3.3 may also be useful840

in structuring loans where an individual or firm is interested in collateralizing assets841

with specificity to relieve short-term credit constraints. Mortgage refinancing and pawn842

shops are two examples where such loans are common.843

8 Appendix844

8.1 Optimal Option Contract845

In this section we construct the optimal option mechanism. The construction is taken846

in two parts. Part 1 starts from a Vickrey Clarke Groves (VCG) mechanism and847

determines the maximum price that could be charged in an alternative direct mechanism848

which invokes truth telling but uses a different option strike price rule. By varying the849

strike price rules, the constructed pairs of sale price and strike price trace out the entire850

set of possible allocations which are incentive compatible and allocate the object either851

to the highest valued foreign collector or the seller. Given this set of possible allocation852

rules, Part 2 determines the optimal direct mechanism from this set and then constructs853

the corresponding indirect mechanism that uses the bidding procedures of the English854
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auction.855

Lemma 1 Let (p, s) be a purchase and strike price from an efficient VCG mechanism856

where an object is sold in period 0 at price p, but where the home country has the857

option to repurchase the object in period t at price s = Rtp. Then, an alternative direct858

mechanism where the contract (p′, s′) is awarded to the buyer with the highest valuation859

is also incentive compatible if s′ > s and860

p′ = [1−Ht(s
′)]δts′ +Ht(s

′)p. (33)

Proof. In the original direct mechanism, the winner is exactly compensated for861

any payments that he makes in any situation that he does not win the object. Thus862

it is a weakly dominant strategy for each buyer type to truthfully bid their present863

discounted value. Under these conditions, p = δtaN−1 and δtaN ≥ p. For incentive864

compatibility to hold in the alternative direct mechanism, it must be the case that for865

any aN , the present discounted value of the new contract is at least as good as the866

present discounted value of the old contract. This occurs if:867

[1−Ht(s
′)][δts′ − p′] +Ht(s

′)[δtaN − p′] ≥ [1−Ht(s)][δ
ts− p] +Ht(s)[δ

taN − p]. (34)

For truth telling to be an optimal, it also must be the case that no individual has an868

incentive to overstate their value. Thus, equation (34) must hold with strict equality869

when aN = aN−1.870

Since δR = 1, The first term on the RHS is zero. Rewriting the equation with this871

term removed yields:872

p′ ≤ [1−Ht(s
′)]δts′ +Ht(s)p+ [Ht(s

′)−Ht(s)]δ
taN . (35)

Each of the RHS terms is positive for s′ > s with the last term increasing in aN . For873

δtaN = δtaN−1 = p, equality occurs when:874

p′ = [1−Ht(s
′)]δts′ +Ht(s

′)p. (36)

For types with δtaN > p, Ht(s
′)p ≤ Ht(s)p + [Ht(s

′) − Ht(s)]δ
taN and thus for the875

case in which aN > aN−1, incentive compatibility holds with strict preference at the876

new contract price p′ for all types with aN > aN−1. These two conditions ensure truth877

telling remains a weakly dominant strategy in the alternative direct mechanism which878

offers contracts (p′, s′). Note that the payment rules between (p′, s′) and (p, s) can differ879

since the allocation rule between the winning buyer and the seller change in response880

to s.881

Proposition 6 When the government’s utility function is linear and the buyers’ valua-882

tions are independent and identically distributed, one optimal mechanism which restricts883

all contracting to period 0 is to sell future ownerships via an English auction with an884
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option to repurchase in period t at an option strike price885

st(pt) =

[
Rtpt +

γ0 − γt
(1 + γ0)(1 + γt)

Ht(ŝt)

ψHt(ŝt)

]
, (37)

where ŝt = (1 + γt)st. The reservation price for the auction is:886

PRes
t =

δt

1 + γ0

[
Ht(ŝt)

[
E(dt|dt < ŝt) +

1

ψF (a(PRes
t ))

]
+ [1−Ht(ŝt)](1 + γt)st(P

Res
t )

]
(38)

where887

a(PRes
t ) = RtPRes

t − γ0 − γt
(1 + γ0)(1 + γt)

1−Ht(ŝt)

ψHt(ŝt)
. (39)

Proof. Consider the class of direct mechanisms which invoke truth telling. By the888

envelope theorem, all incentive compatible mechanisms with the same allocation rule889

must have the same payment rule up to a constant. Lemma 1 provides a class of allo-890

cation rules between the highest valued buyer and the seller for s ∈ [Rp,∞] which are891

incentive compatible. This class of allocation rules exhausts the set of possible alloca-892

tions which 1) allocates ownership rights to either the highest valued buyer or the seller,893

2) limits all contracting to period 0, and 3) has the seller’s allocation monotonically894

increasing in own valuation.895

The home country seeks to maximize its welfare subject to satisfying the incentive896

compatibility constraints of the buyers. For a given reserve price s, the home country897

will exercise the option if dt > s(1 + γt). Letting ŝ = s(1 + γt), it thus maximizes:898

maxs(1 + γ0)p(s) + [1−Ht(ŝ)]δ
t[E(dt|dt > ŝ)− ŝ] (40)

where899

p(s) = δt
[
[1−Ht(ŝ)]s+Ht(ŝ)a

N−1]. (41)

The equation for p(s) uses the results from Lemma 1, substituting in for p with δtaN−1,900

the price paid in the original VCG mechanism.901

Taking the FOC with respect to s yields:25902

∂L

∂s
:
[
−s+aN−1

]
ht(ŝ)(1+γt)(1+γ0)+[1−Ht(ŝ)](1+γ0)−[1−Ht(ŝ)](1+γt) = 0. (42)

Simplifying yields:903

s = aN−1 +
γ0 − γt

(1 + γ0)(1 + γt)

1

ψHt(ŝ)
. (43)

25Note that ∂
∂ŝE(dt|dt > ŝ) = ∂

∂ŝ
1

1−H(ŝ)

∫∞
ŝ
xh(x)dx = h(ŝ)

1−H(ŝ) [E(dt|dt > ŝ) − ŝ]. Thus ∂
∂s [1 −

H(ŝ)][E(dt|dt > ŝ)− ŝ] = −[1−H(ŝ)](1 + γt).
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Equation (43) provides important intuition as to the effect that credit constraints have904

on the mechanism chosen by the seller. Without credit constraints, s = aN−1 and905

the home country optimally selects the mechanism which is efficient from an ex-ante906

standpoint. Increases in the price paid in period 0 does not adequately compensate907

the home country for potential inefficiencies in the future and thus there is no wedge908

between the sale price today and the present discounted strike price. Further, if d1 is909

known, the optimal option is identical to a lease auction in both reservation price and910

strike price.911

When there are credit constraints, however, revenue received today is more valuable912

than money used in repurchasing the object in the future. To increase payments today,913

the home country introduces inefficiencies in the strike price to generate additional914

funds. The relative markup of the strike price over the purchase price is increasing915

in the size of the credit constraint and in the amount of distortion that these rents916

generate in the allocation of the object in the future.917

To determine the optimal reservation price, the next step is to determine the bidder918

type who has the same virtual valuation as the seller taking into consideration the919

payments that can be used to reduce credit constraints in the first period. This is akin920

to solving a monopoly problem which compares the gains from trading with a threshold921

type ac against the virtual valuations paid out to all types with valuations greater than922

ac. The home country solves:923

max
ac,s

[1− F (ac)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Probability of
Initial Sale

[
p(s, ac)(1+γ0)+(1−Ht(ŝ))︸ ︷︷ ︸

Probability
of Exercise

δt[E(dt|dt > ŝ)− ŝ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Expected Value Conditional

on Option Exercise

]
+F (ac)δt[E(dt)],

(44)
where924

p(s, ac) = δt
[
[1−Ht(ŝ)]s+Ht(ŝ)a

c]. (45)

Adding E(dt)− E(dt) to the end of this maximum and noting that925

E(dt) = E(dt|dt < ŝ)H(ŝ) + E(dt|dt > ŝ)[1−H(ŝ)], (46)

the maximum simplifies to:926

max
ac,s

δt[1− F (ac)]
[
[H(s)][−E(dt|dt < ŝ) + ŝ] + p(s, ac)(1 + γ0)− ŝ] + δtE(dt). (47)

The last term is independent of both choice variables and can be removed. δt is also927

constant across terms and can be excluded. Taking these simplifications and expanding928

p(s, ac) yields:929

max
ac,s

[1−F (ac)]
[
[H(ŝ)][−E(dt|dt < ŝ)+ ŝ]+[1−Hs(ŝ)]s(1+γ0)+Ht(ŝ)a

c(1+γ0)− ŝ
]
.

(48)
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This can be further reduced to:930

max
ac,s

[1− F (ac)]
[
[H(ŝ)][ŝ−E(dt|dt < ŝ)]−Ht(ŝ)(1 + γ0)[s− ac] + s(γ0 − γt)

]
. (49)

Taking the FOC with respect to the option price s and ac yields:931

∂L
∂s

: [1− F (ac)]
[
(1 + γt)H(ŝ)− h(ŝ)(1 + γt)(1 + γ0)[s− ac]

−(1 + γ0)H(ŝ) + [γ0 − γt]
]

= 0,
∂L
∂ac

: −f(ac)
[
H(ŝ)[ŝ− E(dt|dt < ŝ)]−Ht(ŝ)(1 + γ0)[s− ac] + s(γ0 − γt)

]
+[1− F (ac)]Ht(ŝ) = 0.

(50)

Simplifying the second equation yields932

ac =
E(dt|dt < ŝ)

1 + γ0
− 1−Ht(ŝ)

Ht(ŝ)

γ0 − γt
1 + γ0

s(F c) +
1

ψF (ac)

1

1 + γ0
, (51)

where s(ac) is the optimal strike price for a buyer of type ac. This optimal strike price933

is found from the first equation of (50) and is identical to the one found in equation934

(43):935

s(ac) = ac +
γ0 − γt

(1 + γ0)(1 + γt)

1

ψHt(ŝ)
. (52)

For intuition, substituting of the optimal strike price into equation (51) yields:936

ac =
1

1 + γ0

[
Ht(ŝ)

Ht(ŝ) + z

[
E(dt|dt < ŝ) +

1

ψF (ac)

]
− z

Ht(ŝ) + z

[ γ0 − γt
(1 + γ0)(1 + γt)

1

ψHt(ŝ)

]]
,

(53)
where937

z = [1−Ht(ŝ)]
γ0 − γt
1 + γ0

(54)

is a measure of the countries credit constraint. As expected, a home country who is938

faced with credit constraints is reluctant to set a high reserve price since such reserves939

increase the probability that the home country will be unable to sell the object. As940

period 0 credit constraints grow large, the home country solely values the revenue941

that it can gain in the first period. In the limit as γ0 → ∞, limγ0→∞a
c = a and942

s(aN−1) = aN−1 + 1
ψHt (ŝ)

. This result is similar to a sale auction in which the foreign943

collector has bargaining power in the second period.944

As credit constraints grow small, the home country sets the strike price such that945

there is no hold-up problem in the second period and excludes buyers whose virtual946

valuations are expected to be zero. When γ0 = γt = 0 and dt is known, the option947

contract and lease contracts are identical except for the timing of payments. Further,948

when there are no credit constraints but dt is unknown, the optimal reservation price949
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in a second price auction is:950

PRes = E(dt|dt < PRes) +
1

ψF (PRes)
. (55)

Note that the reservation price is based on E(dt|dt < PRes) since dt is unknown. In951

contrast to the optimal lease auction, the option auction is inefficient since the auction952

is done prior to learning the sellers true valuation in the future.953

While there are in principle many indirect mechanisms with the same allocation rules954

as the one considered here, the English auction has the advantage of the valuation of955

the highest bidder not being revealed in each period. Since the second price auction and956

English auction are identical in the IPV setting considered here, we next construct the957

second price auction which corresponds to the optimal direct mechanism shown above.958

With credit constraints, the strike price of the option will be above the valuation of the959

object for the foreign buyer. Thus, foreign buyers will bid above their type. Given a960

strike price s(β(aN−1)) that is based on the final bid price β(aN−1), a foreign buyer will961

bid:962

β(aN−1) = δt
[
[1−Ht(ŝ)]s(β(aN−1)) +Ht(ŝ)a

N−1]. (56)

Reverse engineering, the type corresponding to a bid of β(aN−1) in a second price963

auction with strike price rule s(β(aN−1)) is:964

aN−1(β(aN−1), s(β(aN−1))) =
Rtβ(aN−1)

Ht(ŝ)
− [1−Ht(ŝ)]

Ht(ŝ)
s(β(aN−1)). (57)

In order for the strike price to be optimal, it must be that:965

s(β(aN−1)) = aN−1(β(aN−1), s(β(aN−1))) +
γ0 − γt

(1 + γ0)(1 + γt)

1

ψHt(ŝ)
. (58)

Substituting equation (57) into (58) yields the optimal strike price for the second price966

auction:967

s(β(aN−1)) = Rtβ(aN−1) +
γ0 − γt

(1 + γ0)(1 + γt)

Ht(ŝ)

ψHt(ŝ)
. (59)

The optimal reserve price is found in an analogous manner by finding the price at which968

a bidder of type ac will drop out of the auction. This price is equal to969

β(ac) = δt
[
[1−Ht(ŝ)]s(β(ac)) +Ht(ŝ)a

c
]
, (60)

where ac can be substituted with equation (53) above. Note that since the strike price970

is strictly above the bid when credit constraints are present, the reservation price is971

strictly above that of the lease auction. However, as we saw in the direct mechanism,972

the actual type for which this bid corresponds is strictly below the threshold type in973

the original auction. Thus, even though at first glance the option contract appears less974

efficient, credit constraints are actually improving first period efficiency while decreasing975
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efficiency in the second period.976

8.2 Proofs from Main Text977

Proposition 1: This result stems directly from Myerson’s optimal mechanism (My-978

erson (1981)). Let φ(ai) = ai + 1
ψF (ai)

be the virtual valuation for buyer i. The optimal979

mechanism (Q, T ) is an allocation rule Q and payment rule T such that:980

Qi =

{
1 if φ(ai) > maxj 6=i φ(aj) and φ(ai) > φ(d1)

0 otherwise

Ti = max{φ−1(d1),maxj 6=iaj}
(61)

An English auction with reservation price P = d1 + 1
ψF (P )

has the same allocation rule981

as the optimal auction and thus by the revenue equivalence theorem is optimal. It also982

does not disclose the true valuation of the highest bidder in each period preventing this983

information from being used in future auctions.984

Proposition 2: With no credit constraints, the marginal utility of money is constant985

over time and thus the country is indifferent to the periods in which the contract986

generates payment. Leases with an English auction are surplus maximizing for the987

home country. Since the reservation prices for the option contract differs, the option988

contract cannot be optimal. The difference between the optimal lease and the optimal989

option is that under options, contracting is done before the home country knows its990

valuation dt. This can generate situations in which the option price results in no trade991

in future periods even though, upon realization of dt, trade would be optimal.992

When credit constraints exist but the future valuations of the objects are known,993

the reservation price of the option contract can replicate those of the lease auction994

perfectly. Further, since γ0 > γt for all t, the option contract dominates the lease995

auction by guaranteeing that all payments are received in period 0.996

Proposition 3: Under free markets, a generation t > 0 that is reached without a997

corrupt official that is served by a benevolent official gets expected value998

max[P,E[dt]] = [1−H(P )][E(dt|dt ≥ P )] +H(P )P, (62)

where H is the cdf of possible home valuations and we have suppressed the time sub-999

scripts. The NPV of an object with a free market is thus:1000

1− ε
1− δ(1− ε)

[
[1−H(P )][E(dt|dt ≥ P )] +H(P )P

]
. (63)

The NPV of an export ban is1001

1− ε
1− δ

[E(dt)]. (64)
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The home country prefers an export ban if equation (63) is less than equation (64).1002

This condition is equivalent to requiring that1003

P ≤ E(dt|dt ≤ P ) +
δε

1− δ
E(dt)

H(P )
. (65)

At ε = 0, the RHS of (65) is E(dt|dt ≤ P ) which is less than P for H(P ) > 0. Thus,1004

with no corruption, free trade is optimal. As δ → 1, for ε ∈ (0, 1) the right hand side1005

of (65) goes to infinity implying that an export ban is always optimal. Thus, there1006

exists an arbitrarily small ε such that an export ban is superior to free trade with no1007

preemption. Intuitively, the more patient a country is, the more it values the losses1008

that occur if an object is stolen. As δ → 1 the losses that occur if an object is ever1009

stolen weighs heavily in making a decision. This leads to a larger set of ε for which an1010

export ban is optimal.1011

Under free trade, the period zero official also has the option to sell an object in1012

order to preempt future corrupt officials from doing the same. Preemption generates1013

a total surplus of P
1−δ . As ε → 1, the value of an export ban evaluated at the point1014

of contracting converges to E[d0] <
P

1−δ . Since P < E[dt], there exists a positive ε for1015

which an export ban is better than preemption. Thus, as δ → 1, there exists an ε such1016

that for ε < ε, an export ban is preferred to preemption. Since ε is arbitrarily close to1017

zero, ε < ε and thus there exists a range of corruption levels for which an export ban is1018

preferred.1019

Proposition 4: There exists one buyer such that aN > M . Further, for any enforce-1020

ment scheme, the expected return to not revealing the object is less than1021

1

1− δ
[aq − δM ] = lim

τ→∞
δ[aq − δM ]. (66)

It follows that there exists at least one τ where revelation dominates all other strategies1022

of the de facto owner.1023

Proposition 5: As δ → 1, the losses of total surplus associated with a lease contract1024

for an antiquity of quality q is V q. In order to show that it dominates the other three1025

contracts, it is sufficient to show that the losses associated with the other contracts are1026

greater. The comparison to the cash program is straight forward - the cash program1027

must also pay V q on average but has additional rents lost to corruption. For the sales1028

contract, note that1029

LossLeases =
1

1− δ
α(e)πq(e)[aq − δM ]

1− δ[(1− α(e))(1− β(e))]
, (67)

while the sales contract has a loss of:1030

LossSale =
1

1− δ
[aq − δM ] (68)
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It follows that if α(e)
1−δ[(1−α(e))(1−β(e))] < 1 the lease contract is superior. This can be shown1031

by taking the first order condition with respect to α(e), noting it is increasing over the1032

domain of α(e) ∈ [0, 1] and noting that at α(e) = 1, the expression is equal to one.1033

For the export ban, the loss is given by:1034

LossBan =
1

1− δ
α(e)[dq − δM ]

1− δ[(1− α(e))(1− β(e))]
. (69)

By assumption it is optimal to keep the object at home and thus dq > aq. Since1035

πq(e) < 1, it follows that the loss on the export ban is greater than on the lease1036

auction.1037
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